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PUZZLE No 1:Foreign words in English  

2.1. Match the words  with the country or language of origin  

(Box A) and the meaning ( Box B) 

No  Foreign words in  

English 

The country 

or language 

of origin 

Meaning 

1 disaster Greek means “ bad start”. The sense is 

astrological, of a calamity 

blamed on an unfavorable 

position of a planet 

2 hazard French game of chance played with 

dice 

3 nice French  "careless, clumsy; weak; poor, 

needy; simple, stupid, silly, 

foolish," 

4 muscle Latin “little mouse” 

5 galactico Spanish a person from another galaxy; 

in sport (especially in sport)- 

one of a team`s start players, 

especially an expensive signing 

6 addict Latin a slave to anyone or 

anything 

7 jeans Italy related to the he place of 

origin, Genoa 

8 mortgage 

 

French “ death pledge” 

9 denim France Late 17th century (as serge 

denim): from French serge de 

Nîmes, denoting a kind of 

serge from the town of Nîmes. 

10 taboo Tongan prohibited or restricted, 

especially by  social custom 
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PUZZLE 4. 

 
1. disinterested (dis IN trist id): b)  unbiased 

       
 disinterested (dis IN trist id) (adjective) 
 Unbiased, impartial, unprejudiced; not personally involved; not 

influenced by personal feelings, opinions, or concerns: A  
 2) Inflammable    a) easily set on fire 

 Easily ignited and capable of burning rapidly; flammable.  

 

 

PUZZLE 5.1.: WORDS THAT ARE OLDER THAN WE THINK  

 

Group 1. geek , nerd, dork, freak, techie, weirdo 

No Which word (s) refer (s) to… Answer 

1 a person regarded as strange because of their 

unusual appearance and behaviour (even 

eccentric)? 

weirdo, freak,  

2 a person who is enthusiastic about technology 

(especially computers) 

techie, nerd 

3 a foolish or contemptible person who lacks 

social skills or is boringly studious. 

nerd 

4 a socially inept person. geek, dork 

5 a single-minded person who is an expert in  

particular field  

nerd 

6 a   person who is obsessed with a particular 

activity or interest, e.g. a fitness …………… 

freak 

7 a knowledgeable and obsessive enthusiast (e. g  

a  computer ………. 

geek 

8 US slang term for a technical college student in 

1960s 

techie 
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PUZZLE 5.2. GROUP 2: cyber, LOL, text (verb) , unfriend 

Fill in the table from the words from the box. Some words have two 

meanings. 

Origin 1564, 1960, 1989, 1993, 1948, 13th century, 2007 

Meaning Little Old Lady,  Laughing Out Loud, Lots of Love;  to 

cite texts, one who is not a friend or on friendly terms; an 

enemy’; remove (someone) from a list of friends or 

contacts on a social networking website’. 

 

 

 

No Word Origin Original meaning Meaning now, 

since when  

1 LOL 1960 

1989 

little old lady 

lots of love 

 

 

 

1993 Laughing 

Out Loud 

computer chat 

abbreviation 

2 text (v) 1564 to cite texts 2005, to send a 

text message by 

mobile system," 

4  unfriend (n) 

 

13th 

century  

 

 enemy 

 

 

 

unfriend (v    2007, Facebook 

remove (someone) 

from a list of friends 

or contacts on a 

social networking 

website’ 
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PUZZLE 6: NEW WORDS 

Top 10 trending words from the Open Dictionary 

WHO or WHAT is … 

 

No Who or what is… Meaning 

1 brinner the eating of foods traditionally eaten at breakfast, 
such as porridge, for dinner 

2 outbrag to boast more than; to surpass in boasting 

3 unicorn company a start-up company whose value has 

reached $1 billion or higher in a short space 

of time 

4 troll factory a company that pays its employees to write 

online comments in favour or against 

somebody or something posing as ordinary 

Internet users 

5 prepper someone who is actively preparing for life 

after some future catastrophe 

6 yuks a laugh or laughs 

7 brain fade a temporary inability to think clearly or 

remember information 

8 dad bod a body type typical of a man who eats a bit 

too much and isn't super-fit 

9 paper suffler 

 

a person who does a routine desk job 

10 sharenting a term used to describe the overuse of 

social media by parents to share content 

based on their children 
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